
CAT CANDIDATEMorris, a black-and-white cat owned by Sergio 

Chamorro, ran for mayor in the Mexican city 

of Xalapa in 2014. Campaigning under the 
slogan “Tired of voting for rats? Vote for a cat,” 

Morris received more than 130,000 likes on his 

Facebook page—far more than his human rivals—

and received around 12,000 votes in the actual 

election, placing him fourth out of the
11 candidates.

Monster Poop
A 40-inch-long (1-m) alleged 

fossilized dinosaur poop, found in 

Washington State, sold for $8,500 

in 2014. The monster coprolite—

believed to be passed by an unknown 

species some 25 million years ago—

was so long it had to be presented 

in four sections at the Beverly Hills 

auction. 

MONKEY WHISPER Instead of making loud 
alarm calls when a distrusted stranger 
enters their territory, Cotton-top Tamarin 
Monkeys of Colombia often communicate 
with each other in hushed whispers.

BOVINE GAS A barn in Hesse, Germany, 
was badly damaged after a herd of 90 dairy 
cows passed so much gas that the resultant 
methane ignited and caused an explosion, 
which blew off the roof of the building.

ALOHA, KITTY! The feline of a family 
moving from Virginia to Hawaii in 2014 was 
supposed to stay with relatives—but had 
other plans. The land and sea journey for the 
Barth family’s belongings took more than a 
month, but when they opened a box, their 
beloved cat Memeow was inside—somehow 
having survived without food or water!

EAGLE HAS LANDED While Wendy Morrell 
was watching tennis on TV at her home in 
Dorset, England, a huge Russian Steppe 
Eagle with a 4-ft (1.2-m) wingspan suddenly 
flew in through the patio doors and perched 
on a cabinet. The escaped eagle, named 
Storm, was eventually coaxed down by a 
bird-of-prey expert who offered it 
a dead chick as a snack. 

CHIMNEY ORDEAL Chloe, a pet rabbit owned 
by nine-year-old Natasha Cameron, was 
sucked up the chimney of the family house in 
Cheshire, England, by a sudden gust of wind. 
The rabbit was trapped up the chimney for 
three days before being rescued by fire crews. 

DUNG MOUNTAIN A single elephant can 
produce 300 lb (136 kg) of dung—the 
weight of an average gorilla—in 24 hours. 

SNAKE BALLS Each spring, more than 
140,000 Red-sided Garter Snakes emerge 
from hibernation and turn an area near 
Narcisse, Manitoba, into a writhing mass 
of bodies. They form wriggling mating balls 
on the ground and in bushes and trees, 
often with as many as 50 males wrapping 
themselves around a solitary female. 
The snakes come from miles away to 
hibernate at the Narcisse Snake Dens—
a series of sinkholes where tens of thousands 
of snakes are crammed into a space the size 
of a living room. 

SHARK ATTACK When a tiger shark took 
a bite out of his surfboard and knocked 
him into the ocean near Kilauea, Hawaii, 
25-year-old Jeff Horton survived the 
attack by grabbing the shark’s fin and 
repeatedly punching the fish in the eye 
until it finally spat out the surfboard 
and swam away. 

CANINE PILOT When Graham Mountford 
of Bedfordshire, England, takes to the skies 
in his Cessna 210 Centurion light aircraft, his 
copilot is Callie, his chocolate Labrador dog. 
She has been flying since she was 12 weeks 
old and has clocked up more than 250 flying 
hours covering 50,000 mi (80,000 km). 

DEEP BREATH The Nine-banded 
Armadillo, found in North, Central and 
South America, is able to cross rivers by 
holding its breath for up to six minutes 
while walking across the riverbed. 

CLAWSJAWS VS
An 18-ft-long (5.5-m) saltwater crocodile, one of themost fearsome predators on Earth, was seen wrestling 
with a highly aggressive bull shark, clamping it in its jaws 
in the Adelaide River, northern Australia.  Usually, the shark would expect to be eaten alive, but this one 
may have got lucky because the croc, Brutus, is 80 years old 
and missing a front leg and most of his teeth. 
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